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Abstract. We reflect on the computational aspects that are embedded
in life at the molecular and cellular level, where life machinery can be
understood as a massively distributed system whose macroscopic be-
haviour is an emerging property of the interaction of its components.
Such a relatively new perspective, clearly pursued by systems biology,
is contributing to the view that biology is, in several respects, a quanti-
tative science. The recent developments in biotechnology and synthetic
biology, noticeably, are pushing the computational interpretation of bi-
ology even further, envisaging the possibility of a programmable biology.
Several in-silico, in-vitro and in-vivo results make such a possibility a
very concrete one. The long-term implications of such an ”extended”
idea of programmable living hardware, as well as the applications that
we intend to develop on those ”computers”, pose fundamental questions.
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1 Introduction
Biology is being understood also as a quantitative and computational science.
Distributed information processing and the quantitative dynamics of massively
distributed molecular systems are key when investigating life systems. Current
breakthroughs in synthetic biology bring into play the possibility of programming
such computational biological machineries. In this paper, we reflect on these
recent ideas and the perspectives they open. As usually happens in interesting
and developing fields, open challenges largely outnumber answers.
The pioneer work of Mendel (1822-1884) established that the phenotype of an
organism is determined by quantitative and statistically predictable interactions
among “atomic” entities called genes. Genetics and genomics then spawn from
this result, which represents a first attempt to describe biological organisms in
terms of a network of interactions between elementary entities. Interestingly,
this result does not rely on the knowledge of the actual underlying biochemical
machinery, but only on the knowledge of information processing at a higher level
of abstraction, a well-established approach when studying computation.
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More recently, there has been a transition from a reductionist to a systemic
approach. Modern genomics, proteomics, metabolomics and other -omics disci-
plines, have greatly improved our knowledge about the biochemical and func-
tional network that regulates the cellular life. Many functions are still to be un-
derstood, but we have gained strong insights on fundamental components, such
as control structures, e.g., power-law in genetic control networks, [6], and impor-
tant links between network topology and functional aspects, e.g., Flux Balance
Analysis studies, [36]. The Human Genome Project [http://www.genome.gov]
has contributed to change how biologists view and practice biology. the idea
that biology is an informational science with three major types of information
emerged: the digital or one-dimensional structure of DNA and genes; the three-
dimensional structures of proteins, the molecular machines of life; and biological
systems as computational systems, which, differently from standard computers,
are characterised by producing emergent behaviour. Intuitively speaking, emer-
gent behaviour or properties can only be observed at system level as a result of
the interaction, cooperation perhaps, of the system components, and can hardly
be understood by observing the components in isolation, nor be deduced by their
individual properties. One example is morphogenesis: how can the ”program”
that allows a beating heart to be formed, be recognised in the single cells that
compose it? Emergent behaviour marks a distinguishing feature of life systems
versus computer systems, structural decomposition being a desired and sought
property of computers and engineered systems.
Quite recent progresses in biotechnology and synthetic biology make such a
paradigm move a step forward by bringing into play the programming aspect
of computation. The theoretical possibility to control the cellular molecular ma-
chinery leads us to imagine programmable devices based on biological cells. This
is one of the new frontiers of biology studies, where computer science, engineer,
physics and affine disciplines work together to design new organism or protocells
able to perform targeted tasks in their biological environment. Beyond the scien-
tific and technical challenges of such an endeavour, current trends also have an
impact on philosophical, ethical and social aspects of our society. It is important
to remark that the limits and long-term implications of such a scenario are at
the moment fully to be understood.
In the following we will discuss and survey some of what we believe to be the
most interesting and promising current proposals and possible future scenarios.
2 Cells as Computation
Striking results in genomics have largely contributed to the view that cellular
biology is a systems science: the complete knowledge of the DNA structure is not
enough to describe its metabolic and regulatory functionalities, which depend on
the whole cell state and its environment. Such systems are computational: ”Many
proteins in living cells appear to have as their primary function the transfer
and processing of information. ... [they are organised] into biochemical ’circuits’
that perform a variety of simple computational tasks, including amplification,
integration and information storage. The imprint of the environment on the
concentration and activity of many thousands of proteins in a living cell ... is
like a ’random access memory’ containing ever-changing information about the
cell’s surroundings.”[9].
Also, the systems of interest can only be suitably described at a systemic
level. It appears therefore quite natural to try to exploit the abstractions used to
describe existing computational systems: ”To understand biology at the system
level, we must examine the structure and dynamics of cellular and organismal
function, rather than the characteristics of isolated parts of a cell or organism.
... many breakthroughs in experimental devices, advanced software, and analyt-
ical methods are required. ” [32]. Also, from the Cells as computation paper:
“We believe that computer science can provide the much-needed abstraction for
biomolecular systems. ... the ’molecule-as-computation’ abstraction, in which a
system of interacting molecular entities is described and modelled by a system of
interacting computational entities. Abstract computer languages ... enable sim-
ulation of the behaviour of biomolecular systems ... supporting qualitative and
quantitative reasoning on these systems’ properties.” [52].
A large number of modelling languages and frameworks, often embedding
reasoning capability on system behaviour, have been proposed. These include
formal languages to describe molecular interaction as communicating compu-
tational distributed system and accounting for bio-features such as membranes
and compartimentalised systems, e.g. [51, 13]; stochastic aspects of molecular in-
teraction, e.g. [47, 16]; rule-based systems, e.g. [22, 11, 18]; and Petri-Net based
models, a formalism born in Bio-chemistry and widely used in computer science,
see the survey [5]. See, e.g., [19] and references therein for further details on
such modelling frameworks, whose detailed description is here out of scope. The
effort of providing refined modelling and verification frameworks is still ongoing,
see. e.g., [46] on including the notion of space for reasoning on non-homogeneous
spaces, so overcoming the so-far mainstream assumption of homogeneous reac-
tion environments.
Further research directions have spawned from the approach, examples being
the development of DNA-based technology for implementing the computational
core of sensing and control processes of synthetic biological components [15], and
experiments on building RNA-based logical gates as the basis for the develop-
ment of ”in vivo logic processing” [53].
3 Towards Programmable Cells
While the modelling and formalisation of biological systems is still a challenge in
mathematics, engineering, and bioinformatics, it is however evident that the de-
velopment of novel practices in biology laboratories has the potential to support
a transition from cell as computation to cell as apps, i.e., from computational to
programmable biology. This is the reign of synthetic biology (SB).
SB uses biological parts, devices and systems, e.g., molecules, molecular sys-
tems and networks, and (cellular) organisms, for engineering novel synthetic sys-
tems. Such systems behaves as applications that are running in their execution
environment, for instance exploiting the underlying computational capability of
molecules. The recent emergence of SB (mainly pioneered by US bioengineers)
is based on the availability of powerful bio-analytical technique, especially high-
throughput ones, the progress in synthetic capability (synthesis of genes), and
the attitude of a young generation of scientists toward the blending and the
convergence of biology and engineering.
One of the reasons why SB has become very popular in the last years is
that it promises endless possibilities of manipulating organisms for achieving
a predefined function [21], although to date only microorganisms have been
approached. Current and envisaged applications regard the production of bio-
fuel, chemical intermediates for pharma-chem industry, destroying pollutants,
drug development and delivery, diagnosis and therapeutic tasks, e.g. recognise
and destroy cancer cells, and so on.
3.1 Synthetic Biology: Top-down and Bottom-up Approaches
Despite the term synthetic biology was coined by Leduc in 1912 [34], it is only
thanks to recent trends in biological research, combining advancements in genetic
manipulation, bioengineering and mathematical modelling, that a new flourish-
ing interest grew around this frontier research field. As a consequence of this
recent biotechnological progress, SB is currently seen as one of the most excit-
ing and promising scientific arena, which has attracted scientists with different
specialities, bioengineers, and also industrial parties. A possible definition of SB
is the following: SB is the design and construction of new biological parts, de-
vices, and systems; and the re-design of existing, natural biological systems for
useful purposes (syntheticbiology.org). Useful purposes include (1) the pro-
duction of any high-value compound from microorganisms (e.g., bio-fuel, drugs,
high-value compounds for chemical industry, etc.); (2) the use of microorgan-
isms for special non-medical applications (e.g., bioremediation, fermentation, hy-
brid living-organic or living-inorganic material, biosensoring); (3) applications in
medicine (synthetic cells for attacking cancer cells, or infectious bacteria, virus).
Traditionally, SB operates according to a top-down approach: target func-
tions to be implemented by biological tools (a part, a device, a whole cell) are
firstly designed, and then the desired behaviour is obtained by a bioengineering
approach, which assembles the tools within a suitable system. This view ulti-
mately relies on the possibility of constructing biological tools just by designing
and assembling “standard” biological parts (parts.igem.com) and bio-bricks,
just like electronic engineering designs and builds tools starting from components
[37, 21]. Similarly to the electronic chassis, the cell with its core set of genetic-
metabolic circuitry typically represents the biological chassis, where parts are
implanted and operate according to a pre-defined program, at least in principle.
Although this view suffers of evident limitations (e.g., does not consider ex-
plicitly the role of emergent properties in complex systems, and in particular in
living systems), it strikingly marks SB. Concepts such as standardisation, optimi-
sation, modularity, orthogonalisation (eliminating between-parts interferences)
have been introduced and implemented. All this is accompanied by mathemat-
ical modelling for the validation and correction of the new genetic-metabolic
circuits. Besides being top-down from the viewpoint of design, mainstream SB
is also top-down from the operational viewpoint, because it typically starts from
living cells, and, via genetic manipulations, or by genome transplantation, trans-
forms them to “synthetic” cells. A remarkable and successful example of such
enterprise has been recently reported by Craig Venter’s team, which succeeded
in transplanting an artificial genome (designed a priori) into a biological receiver
cell that obeyed to the new genome commands and proliferated accordingly [24].
Following these recent and high-impact results the scientific community di-
vided among SB-enthusiasts and those that were more cautious with respect
to this new technology, which can potentially bring about the construction of
dangerous disease-inducing novel organisms.
Clearly, the idea of constructing a synthetic cell that can be programmed to
do something useful is very attractive, and it parallels the idea of applications,
or apps, running on more traditional computational devices, such as computers
and smartphones. Here, the cellular genetic-metabolic network is the chassis for
installing a specific program (which is itself a genetic part which is recognised by
the cell as a substrate for molecular operations, and at the end obtain a specific
behaviour or pattern (e.g., producing a drug, or become fluorescent when a
certain substance is present in the environment, etc.).
It must be recalled, however, that despite the straightforward analogies hard-
ware ↔ cell and software ↔ genes (or functional components) are strong and
widespread in SB, the peculiarity of “living computer” points exactly to the
opposite concept of inseparability of biological parts, which evolved together,
perform multiple interactions, and loose meaning when transplanted on a too
different environment. Moreover, in contrast to electronic circuits, where wires
guide electrons, every biological parts potentially interact with all the others
in an unpredictable manner, hence undermining the possibility of modular de-
sign: adding a functional component to a system may break the component and
also system functionality, or, alternatively, the functionality of a component is
strongly dependent on their execution environment (a property that is clearly
identified as undesirable and dangerous in software engineering). Finally, biolog-
ical systems are characterized by emergent properties, which as explained above,
mark a difference with traditional computers.
In addition to the described top-down perspectives, a new wave in SB em-
braces research focused on adopting SB practices as a novel approach for generat-
ing knowledge, the so-called understanding-by-building. This exciting possibility
stems from the fact that SB offers, in principle, the possibility of constructing
simplified cells (or even “minimal cells”) that might still be functional, but ob-
tained after a strong reduction of biological complexity, so that their behaviour,
including emergent patterns, can be ultimately understood thanks to careful
experimental observation and mathematical and computational modelling.
Although minimal cells could be obtained, possibly, following a top-down































Fig. 1. SSMCs. (a) Biochemical compounds, e.g., DNA, enzymes, ribosomes, tR-
NAs, small molecules, are encapsulated within liposomes, i.e. hallow spherical micro-
compartments made by a lipid membrane. (b) “Giant” liposomes: membrane appears
red and the vesicle lumen green (confocal laser scanning microscope).
novelty even within SB. This is the laboratory assembly of synthetic, or, more
precisely, semi-synthetic [39], minimal cells (SSMCs), generally acknowledged as
the bottom-up route. According to the understanding-by-building paradigm, the
methodology that is currently under development aims at constructing mini-
mal cells working as physical model to test some specific cellular functions, for
example isolating a particular pathway or module from the intricate and inde-
cipherable genetic-metabolic maze which characterises the whole cell.
3.2 Semi-synthetic Minimal Cells (SSMCs)
According to the so-called semi-synthetic approach [39] sets of biological macro-
molecules (DNA, ribosomes, enzymes) are encapsulated inside liposomes, i.e.,
bubbles made of a lipid membrane, generating SSMCs, which can be designed
to produce proteins [11], and then perform biological-like functions (Fig. 1).
Thanks to the powerful self-assembly properties of lipids, and the resulting en-
capsulation of free solutes, cell-like systems emerge spontaneously, with mini-
mal manipulation needs, although study aiming at optimising this process and
preparing population of homogeneous SSMCs are ongoing. SSMCs can currently
produce simple water-soluble functional proteins and some membrane proteins,
which are often required for sensoring purposes, e.g. detecting molecules outside
cells and trigger internal responses (see [54, 29, 8] and references therein).
The design and construction of SSMCs by the modular assembly of genetic,
regulatory or metabolic, circuitry in order to specifically exhibit some computa-
tion capabilities, presents some potential advantages (1) SSMCs are built from a
minimal number of components, facilitating the modeling and the understanding
of their dynamic behavior; (2) background and potentially interfering processes
(always present in natural cells) can be eliminated in SSMCs; and (3) the syn-
thetic cell behavior is predictable and programmable because the interaction
among their components can be designed a priori [3].
Very recent work also shows first steps toward multi-cellular systems. For
example, it has been reported that lipid compartments can form clusters fol-
lowing simple adhesive forces [28, 14]. Protein synthesis is still possible in such
assemblies [27], and the idea of prototissue has been put forward, as supported
by some pioneer work on membrane-to-membrane connective mojeties [49, 42].
SSMCs originated from studies on the origin of life [45], but actually can now
be considered an a` la carte design and construction of simplified, not necessarily
living, cells for different applications. Autopoiesis, the key concept underlying
all minimal cells, is a theory developed by Maturana Varela in the 70s [40, 38].
It deals with the basic question“what is life?” and relies on two main hypothe-
ses: (1) The distinctive property of living systems is their autopoiesis, i.e., the
capability of producing and maintaining their material identity (themselves) by
producing their own components (metabolism); and (2) autopoiesis is a global
property: it does not rely on physico-chemical components taken separately, but
on the organisation of these components within living systems. In this sense, au-
topoiesis implies a strong link among synthetic cells and the concept of embodi-
ment, connecting minimal life with minimal cognition, and emergent properties,
as further discussed in Section 4.2.
According to the autopoietic theory, the required molecules for constructing
a living minimal cell are only those needed for sustaining the self-production of
all cellular components, membrane included. Recent genomic analysis of small
microorganisms (endosymbiont living inside other cells) shows that about 200
genes suffice, constituting a minimal genome [25]. For non-living systems, less
genes are required, depending on the type of functions to be implemented.
Despite these advancements, the ultimate goal of constructing living syn-
thetic cells is still far to be achieved.
Which computational power do SSMCs and other similarly engineered micro-
organisms have? They share with natural cells the capability of ”chemical com-
puting”, i.e., processing information by manipulating chemical ”signals”. Chem-
ical computing comprises molecular recognition, transformation, as well as some
control activities, e.g., activation and inhibition of pathways, that largely re-
sound constructs in traditional programming languages. The question about the
relationship between biochemical computation and Turing completeness has at-
tracted a lot of interest, e.g., [12], and [59, 60] on the Turing universality of DNA
computing by reduction to grammars systems and specific classes of cellular au-
tomata. Several results prove universality of bio computation, others strive to
define suitable theoretical model for what appears to be more suitably described
as a reactive and distributed system, than a conventional Turing machine. Paral-
lel cellular automata can be an example of such models. Moreover, probabilistic
and stochastic phenomena play an essential part in bio computation, calling for
models that account for that. Markov chain based models and the approach
developed by Gillespie [26] to describe biochemistry are noticeable examples.
4 Bio Apps: What Computation?
The several similarities between Turing computation and Bio computation should
not lead to wrong conclusions. Not surprisingly, Apps and BioApps behave differ-
ently. We will discuss in the following three fundamental aspects, viz. emergent
behaviour, embodiment and the possibility of a Turing test for communicating
cells, which can help in such a comparison.
4.1 Emergent Behaviour
Among emergent behaviour, a notably example is given by morphogenesis. In
an influential paper [57], Alan Turing suggested that a system of intercellu-
lar reaction-diffusion molecules, i.e., of interacting chemical substances diffusing
through a tissue, could underlie morphogenesis. Starting from a homogeneous
chemical system, some structures can emerge, activated by random inputs, due
to the instability of the chemical complex itself. Six emerging spatiotemporal
chemical structures could be generated and one of these could underlie differen-
tiation. Turing’ s thesis has been recently confirmed on experimental ground by
[56], for homogeneous and heterogeneous systems. It is worth mentioning that
morphogenesis is at the basis of regenerative medecine: ”Regeneration recapitu-
lates in part embryonic development and morphogenesis” from [4]. Morphogen-
esis is an emergent phenomenon in the sense that it cannot be understood by
considering the several part of the system in isolation but only as a result, not
even predictable, of the interaction of all the components.
4.2 Embodiment
As it has been evidenced before, while the current methodology for synthetic
cell construction is based on modern SB, and in particular to the convergence
between liposome technology and cell-free systems, the theory of autopoiesis
shapes, as a theoretical framework, the long-term goal of constructing a living
synthetic unit in the laboratory.
Synthetic cells aim to be, therefore, molecular implementations of autopoietic
(self-producing) systems whereby the internal (spatial and dynamic) organiza-
tion not only accounts for the production of all components, as required from a
purely biochemical balance (and maintenance of a topological unit in the space
as well), but it is also a pre-requisite for displaying minimal cognitive features.
Autopoietic synthetic units, if and when they will be realised, will perform
minimal cognitive dynamics. According to the autopoietic theory, here cognition
is viewed as the capacity of an autopoietic system of entering in and maintaining
a relationship of structural coupling with its environment, and thus facing and
adapting to external changes by performing internal (metabolic) changes without
loss of its autopoiesis. In other words, the system will be a cognitive system
at a minimal complexity level, and this will be realized fully by the synthetic
molecular implementation of the minimal autopoietic organization.
Synthetic cells, realised as minimal autopoietic synthetic units, might be the
first fully embodied minimal cognitive systems produced in the laboratory, and
for this reason very significant in the field of Embodied Artificial Intelligence
(EAI). Synthetic autopoietic units could be able to respond to external input
stimuli by sensory-motor coupling, by integrating and compensating the pertur-
bations that can be accommodated in the autopoietic organisation. Interaction
with the environment, and with other autopoietic (synthetic or natural biologi-
cal) units, would might lead to the emergence of new behaviours, among which
behavioural coupling and communicative interactions. The meaning of the latter
would not be defined a priori, but generated from the autopoietic system.
The experimental attempts of constructing autopoietic synthetic units are
then relevant for three main reasons: (1) to further understand the autopoietic
and cognitive aspects of biological systems and, in particular, biological cells,
providing a theoretically grounded and fully tuneable model based on molecular
embodiment; (2) to study AI in a more biologically-rooted way at a level of
minimal complexity; (3) to move forward more complex systems such as hybrid
bio-mechanical robots and, more in general, intelligent systems according to a
radical embodiment perspective.
From a more general viewpoint, the development of synthetic cells realised
as minimal autopoietic units points at enforcing a paradigm shift from the tradi-
tional computationalist cognitive science (cognition as elaboration of exogenous
information) to the embodied one (cognition as generation of internal meanings
for external events), and therefore understanding first, and developing later,
systems capable of adaptive responses to the wide bandwidth of physical com-
munication channel by means of patterns of sensory modalities.
4.3 A Turing Test for Communicating Cells
The growing ability of synthetic biologists to realise synthetic cells capable of
encode, send, receive and decode chemical signals, translates in both practical
and conceptual advancements.
From the practical viewpoint, as remarked in Section 3.2, these advancements
might lead to synthetic cells capable of communicating with natural cells and
pave the way to future smart drug delivery systems. LeDuc et al. [33] put forward
a lucid vision of such an application, introducingthe concept of a “nanofactory”
to be introduced in the body to convert pre-existing materials into therapeutic
compounds, or transform molecules that a patient is unable to process, due to
some medical condition, into other compounds that the body can process.
An interesting and somehow provocative conceptual scenario has been de-
vised, on the other hand, by Cronin, Krasnogor, Davis and collaborators in 2006
[17], arguing that a sort of Turing test, based on minimal communication skills,
could help to determine whether a system is alive (at the cellular level), by-
passing the question of what life is, as the original Turing test was devised to
determine whether a system is intelligent, bypassing the problem of defining
what intelligence is. The authors describe how such kind of test could help in
the field of artificial cellularity, and for the recognition of life in general. In this
re-discovered cellular imitation game the setup is such that a synthetic cell must
imitate a natural cell. The imitation becomes perfect when a natural cell as inter-
rogator cannot distinguish a natural from a synthetic cell. Even if not explicitly
said, the Turing test for synthetic cells would rely on chemical communication.
It is however evident that the Turing test suffers of some limitations. In par-
ticular, it allows only a superficial recognition of intelligence. As it has been
often remarked, the artificial/synthetic imitation of, or resemblance with, the
natural-biological partner could only be superficial and exterior, without im-
plying the same generative mechanism. This caveat is particularly evident in
attempts of comparing AIs with human intelligence, because it is conceivable a
machine that imitates some aspects of human reasoning without sharing with
human brain (or better, with the human body) the same experience in terms
of autonomy, embodiment, emergence, sense-making. Does a Turing test based
on synthetic cells suffer of the same or similar limitations? Due to the intrinsic
embodied nature of autopoietic synthetic cells and of their minimal cognitive
features, there is a significant difference with a computer simulating the human
intelligence, and this difference is due to the intrinsic embodiment of synthetic
cell processes. At this minimal level, will the synthetic/artificial cells really re-
produce the cognitive pattern of a natural-biological partner? Will the synthetic
vs. natural barrier indeed become ill-defined and possibly disappear?
While it is still not possible to reply to the above questions, research is pro-
gressing from the experimental side. After the pioneer work of Davis [23], based
on a chemical cell (a chell) sending a signal to the bacterium Vibrio harveyi, and
the more recent SB approach by Mansy [35], a research program is currently
under development in our laboratory based on acyl-homoserine-lactones, which
are simple quorum sensing signal molecules used by bacteria [55].
5 Future Perspectives
In this section we will illustrate some possible directions for the creation of pro-
gramable synthetic cells and applications in the field of neurochemical processes
underlying memory, given their relevance in the human mental health, from
traumatic stress disorder to memory disfunctions.
5.1 Towards Synthetic Cells 2.0
Although it is easy to imagine how synthetic cells can be constructed, their
actual realization in the laboratory is still difficult. As it has been remarked in
Section 3.2, the current artificial cell-like systems are quite limited in terms of
functions implemented, and, importantly, they are not autonomous with respect
to most of the important features, such as energy generation, self-reproduction,
control of internal dynamics, and so on. In other words we are still far from
constructing a truly autopoietic cell.
It is nevertheless possible to sketch some possible scenarios for the next gen-
eration of synthetic cells, maybe as a roadmap for synthetic cells 2.0, at least to
recognize what seem, today, the future directions of this field.
First, the development of synthetic cells which could communicate with bi-
ological cells is one of the most intriguing aspects. Synthetic cells that are able
to produce, manipulate, and respond to biochemical signals in a controllable
and programmable way can be powerful tools for new bio-chemical ITCs [44,
43]. This fascinating path can be approached simply by extending current tech-
nology to molecular circuitry specifically designed for chemical signalling. Even
if not alive, communicating synthetic cells could play a role in conceptual and
applicative advancements.
Second, the ultimate goal of semi-synthetic minimal cell research is, of course,
the creation of a synthetic cell capable of re-producing itself (i.e., all its parts,
membrane included) by means of internal mechanisms and without interven-
tion from outside. Such a cell would be autopoietic, but it is an open question
whether it would be alive. In contrast with the early position of autopoiesis pro-
ponents, for whom an autopoietic system is alive, it has been recently argued
that autopoiesis is a necessary yet not sufficient condition for being alive [7].
Third, another interesting research direction, which is currently pursued
(Damiano and Stano, in preparation) is the connection between the SB ap-
proach and the field of artificial intelligence (AI). Can SB (i.e. synthetic cells)
be useful for the “synthetic exploration” of natural cognition, and in particular
minimal cognition? Embodied AI is generally concerned with the design and
construction of robots, and especially the cybernetic control of movements, by
means of sensori-motor coupling. However, working in the biochemical domain
- which is the domanin where life actually originated - offers several advantages
for developing embodied AI (a sort of bio-chemical AI). This implies a necessary
reduction of complexity in AI goals, but on the other hand molecular embod-
iment can be the only way to approach the natural performances of biological
systems. They indeed function by exploiting macromolecules, their interaction
with environment and with other molecules, and their structural capability of
modify themselves in response to some stimuli. All this means that starting from
minimal synthetic cell it would become possible to construct and study minimal
autopoietic cognitive systems so to generate a truly embodied AI.
5.2 Programming Brain Processes
The high throughput of data in neurobiology have stimulated the development
of theoretical models of neural processes. There has been a lot of progress from
the publication of the Hodgkin-Huxley model that elucidated the mechanisms
of genesis and propagation of the action potential. Since then, models of in-
terneuronal communication, dendritic spines and synaptic boutons dynamics,
neuromodulation, plasticity and development have been proposed [50, 30].
Neuronal activity can be measured in the living brain and correlated with
ongoing behaviour. To overcome correlation and investigate causal impact of
neuronal activity to behaviour, new techniques have been developed, controlling
single neurons in a living brain with high spatiotemporal resolution: optogenet-
ics let us control neuronal activity in-vivo by using photons, and optogenetics
actuators can be placed in specific cell types gaining high spatiotemporal resolu-
tion. To program animal behaviour by manipulating neuronal activity has been
proved possible but improvements in models and techniques are needed [10].
Synaptic plasticity is understood to be one of the modality underlying learn-
ing and memory processes, whose mechanisms, at molecular and cellular level,
have been at least in part elucidated during the last decades, as reviewed in
[31]. Several insights have been obtained on the spatial and temporal distribu-
tion of memory, on how many tipes of memory exist and on the molecular and
structural mechanisms of some forms of memory. Memories can be classified as
explicit memory, also called declarative memory, regarding facts and events and
implicit memory, also called nondeclarative memory, regarding perception and
motor skills. Another feature of memory is its duration. One can distinguish
short-term, intermediate-term and long-term memory.
Biological memory storage is the result of the interaction of several processes.
Interestingly, long-term memory can be divided into four stages: learning, consol-
idation, storage and retrieval [58]. During the retrieval, update and integration
of a given memory with other memories, it is possible to obtain destabilization
and restabilization of that memory. Depending on the temporal stage of a given
consolidated memory, the retrieval can yield a destabilization of the memory
traces and a possible change of them [2, 1, 41]. A complex molecular machinery
is involved in such memory processes [48]. Neurochemical computation regards
not only neuromodulation, homeostasis, development and cellular housekeeping
but also pattern detection and memory. It s believed that chemical computation
is hundred times the electrical one [6].
Informally speaking, such processes could be seen as a molecular foundation
of psychology, which manipulates and heals disturbing memories through re-
calling them [20]. Can such molecular machine be programmed? Which are the
implications?
6 Concluding Remarks
We have considered analogies between in-silico and in-vivo computation, accord-
ing to a consolidated research approach which informs the field of system biology.
Furthermore, we have pushed further such an analogy, discussing the possibility
of programming computational life systems, which is the goal of the currently
strongly developing field of synthetic biology. We have presented current results
and open problems of specific approaches in synthetic biology, mainly in the
area of semi-synthetic minimal cells. Finally, we have considered both some of
the differences between in-silico and in-vivo computation, and pointed out a
few possible future developments, such as possible interactions of synthetic and
natural cells, and the possibility of programming cells that play a role in brain
processes.
This is an overview of a currently happening, multidisciplinary revolution
which will transform both computational and life sciences, with impacts on sev-
eral aspects of our daily life, such as novel therapies, the production of bio-energy
and food, to cite but a few. This paper aim to contribute to the diffusion of the
scientific knowledge that will be needed to inform related choices on philosoph-
ical, ethical and social aspects of such an endeavour.
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